Single sample per person verification has received considerable attention because of its relevance in security, surveillance and border crossing applications. Nowadays, e-voting and bank of the future solutions also join this scenario, opening this field of research to mobile and low resources devices. These scenarios are characterised by the availability of a single image during the enrolment of the users into the system, so they require a solution able to extract knowledge from previous experiences and similar environments. In this study, two deep learning models for face recognition, which were specially designed for applications on mobile devices and resources saving environments, were described and evaluated together with two publicly available models. This evaluation aimed not only to provide a fair comparison between the models but also to measure to what extent a progressive reduction of the model size influences the obtained results.The models were assessed in terms of accuracy and size with the aim of providing a detailed evaluation which covers as many environmental conditions and application requirements as possible. To this end, a well-defined evaluation protocol and a great number of varied databases, public and private, were used.
Introduction
Facial biometrics is widely extended nowadays because of its great number of applications, the maturity of the technology and the users acceptance. Typical uses include data, devices or facilities access control, surveillance, border crossing, entertainment and human-computer interaction. As might be expected, the variety of these application scenarios implies different needs regarding security, storage of information, computing capacity or samples collection. For instance, certain applications cannot store user's templates, are require to verify the identity of the user against a smart card (ID card, driving license or passport) or present difficulties to collect multiple samples of each user.
Focussing on the availability of one or more samples during the training or the enrolment of the users into the system, applications can be divided in two groups, which are known as single sample per person (SSPP) and multiple samples per person (MSPP) problems. SSPP problem has received considerable attention during the last decades because of the relevance of its applications, particularly those related to security, surveillance and border crossing. Nowadays, it is increasingly popular between e-voting and bank of the future service providers. These applications need to guarantee the security of transactions but also to offer an attractive, useful and comfortable user experience, including the access from mobile devices, so they typically avoid to store any information about the user and compare a user's photograph and the image in his/her ID card. SSPP scenarios present lower costs of collecting, storing and processing samples but also add new challenges to typical face recognition difficulties (sensitivity to capturing conditions, facial expressions and changes in the appearance of the users among others). The reduction of the number of images implies a severe reduction on the recognition accuracy of most of the methods developed up to the moment, which strongly rely on the number of samples and their quality to generate a good facial model that generalises interand intra-person variability. Accordingly, a solution able to extract and generalise knowledge from previous experiences and similar environments is required.
On the other hand, deep learning solutions for face recognition have received great attention during the last years. In fact, the introduction of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for facial features extraction marked a turning point when Deep Face [1] and DeepID [2] were presented in 2014, as can be seen in the survey presented by Wang and Deng [3] . At the beginning, CNNs were mostly applied in MSPP scenarios, although they were recently also applied for SSPP problems achieving very promising results. Table 1 summarises the latest works on deep learning for face recognition on SSPP scenarios. Information about the dataset (name and main variations), the number of people and images used during the test, whether an additional dataset is used for training and the match rate are provided for each method to describe their performance. Most of these works provide an evaluation of the methods in terms of accuracy for identification scenarios. However, identity verification is a widely extended scenario. In addition, the specific requirements of the varied applications make necessary a complimentary evaluation of the architectures and the size of the models similarly to the work presented by Hu et al. [4] , which quantitatively compare the architectures of CNNs and evaluate the effect of different implementation choices using the public database LFW to train the models. Moreover, the use of public datasets for testing is crucial and the direct comparison against publicly available models seems to be necessary to state a base line.
For these reasons, in this work, two publicly available models, FaceNet [5] and OpenFace [6] , were evaluated for SSPP verification scenarios together with two small-size proprietary models, which were specially designed for mobile devices applications and resources saving environments. This evaluation aimed not only to provide a fair comparison between the models but also to measure to what extent a progressive reduction of the model size influences the obtained results. The models were assessed in terms of accuracy and size with the aim of evaluating their applicability to scenarios with different environmental conditions and requirements, including a test where the image of the ID Card is compared against a usual facial image. Many varied databases, public and private, were used with the aim of covering as many scenarios as possible. A distance based classifier was used for matching purposes due to the SSPP nature of the scenarios and to guarantee the straightforward portability of the solution to mobile devices.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. First, the methods involved in the evaluation are presented in Section 2. Then, the evaluation protocol, the involved databases and the obtained results are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 4. 
Methods

Face Detection and Alignment
Before extracting the facial biometric features, it is required to locate the face area within the image. It is recommendable that the face area does not contain face surroundings, such as hair, clothes or background. Given the tendency towards deep neural networks to solve object recognition tasks and its good performance, a detector based on cascaded convolutional networks was used [17] . It is composed of three carefully designed deep convolutional networks fed an image pyramid to estimate face position and landmark locations in a coarse-to-fine manner, and exploits the inherent correlation between detection and alignment to increase their performance. In particular, the implementation provided by FaceNet [5] was employed. When multiple faces are present in the image, the biggest face is selected assuming that the user whose identity is validated is closer to the camera.
Since deep learning models are sensitive to the position of the face elements within the images, once the face is detected, it is aligned to a common reference framework. To this end, some reference points belonging to eyes, nose and mouth are detected and transformed to a fixed position.
Finally, face images must have the same size to improve the comparison performance, so all the images are resized to a common size of 160 × 160 px.
Feature Extraction
As commented above, face recognition schemes changed since the presentation of Deep Face [1] and DeepID [2] in 2014. Convolutional neural networks learn a mapping from facial images to a compact space where distances directly correspond to a measure of face similarity.
In this study, four models for facial features extraction based on the GoogleNet [18] architecture were compared: FaceNet [5] , OpenFace [6] , gb2s_Model1 and gb2s_Model2. These models were trained using a deep convolutional network that directly optimises the embedding itself using a triplet-based loss function based on large margin nearest neighbour [19] . These triplets consist of two matching and a non-matching roughly aligned face patches and the loss aims to separate the positive pair from the negative by a squared L2 distance margin. This way, faces of the same person have small distances and faces of different people have large distances.
Given the relevance of triplets selection, FaceNet presents a novel online negative exemplar mining strategy, which ensures consistently increasing difficulty of triplets as the network trains, and explores hard-positive mining techniquess which encourage spherical clusters for the embeddings of a single person to improve clustering accuracy. As a result, FaceNet surpassed state-of-the-art face recognition performance using only 128 bytes per face, getting a classification accuracy of 99.63% ± 0.09 on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [20] . FaceNet was trained with a private dataset containing 100M-200M images and the model size is 90 MB. Details about the methodology, system architecture and network structure can be found in [5] . The TensorFlow implementation provided by Sandberg [21] was used in this comparative.
The good results achieved by FaceNet contributed to increase the accuracy gap between state-of-the-art publicly available and private face recognition systems. Aimed to bridge this gap, a general-purpose face recognition library oriented to mobile scenarios was developed: OpenFace [6] . This real-time face recognition system was specially designed to provide high accuracy with low training and prediction times and adapts depending on the context. The model was trained using a modified version of FaceNet's nn4 network, nn4.small2, which reduces the number of parameters and the number of training images. In this case, 500 k images coming from CASIA-WebFace [22] and FaceScrub [23] datasets were used to train the model after a preprocessing stage where they were aligned. Details about the system architecture, network structure and implementation can be found in [6] . Among the four models offered by OpenFace, the nn4.small2 was selected for this comparative as it gets the best performance (92.92% ± 1.34% on the LFW dataset).
OpenFace is oriented to mobile applications and considerably reduces the size of the model (30 MB) compared to FaceNet's (90 MB). However, it could still be too large for being embedded in some mobile applications or devices with limited resources. Thus, in this work, two smaller models were trained, viz. gb2s_Model1 and gb2s_Model2, following a similar reduction process than OpenFace. These models were trained using a network inspired by FaceNet but composed of a smaller number of layers and filters. As the idea is to measure the influence of a progressive reduction of the model size on the results, the same structure of layers as OpenFace was used as an starting point but varying the number of filters to reduce the final number of parameters of the model. The architectures of the proposed models are presented in Tables 2 and 3 . In addition, the training process followed the same triplet-loss architecture as FaceNet and OpenFace, thus it also provided an embedding on the unit hypersphere and Euclidean distance represented similarity. A subset of the LFW database was used to train the network and the size of the resulting gb2s_Model1 and gb2s_Model2 are 22 MB and 12.5 MB, respectively. 
Matching
A distance based classifier was used to compare the biometric features given the lack of multiple samples during the enrolment in single sample per person scenarios, which are necessary to train more complex classifiers. Its simplicity and low computational requirements also guarantee a straightforward portability of the solution to any environment, including mobile devices. This classifier provides a numeric value as a result, which represents the difference between two feature vectors. Accordingly, the decision policy established in the system is to consider the compared vectors as belonging to the same person if the computed distance is lower than a previously established threshold. Since deep learning approaches evaluated in this study map the images to a compact Euclidean space, Euclidean distance was applied in this study.
Evaluation
Databases
Many images coming from different databases both, public and private, were used in this evaluation. The choice of databases aimed to cover as many of the most realistic cases of use as possible. Accordingly, the images present different degrees of difficulty regarding to pose, scale, background, lighting conditions, appearance, accessories and expressions. In particular, BioID ( [24] ), EUCFI ([25]), ORL ( [26] ), Extended Yale B ( [27] ), Print-Attack ( [28] ) and gb2sµMOD_Face_Dataset ( [29] ) were used together with three proprietary datasets:
• gb2sTablet: A set of 250 frames coming from the gb2sTablet_Face_Dataset which is part of the proprietary gb2sTablet_Database. It contains images from 60 people captured in an indoor environment using artificial lighting and simple but uncontrolled backgrounds. Images were recorded in a frontal position but without restrictions about the distance to the camera, appearance or accessories. The size of the images is 320 × 240 px. • gb2s_Selfies: A proprietary database oriented to emulate real daily-life scenarios. Accordingly, this dataset shows different illumination conditions and backgrounds, possible presence and absence of glasses, hear variations, or expressions. Twenty-six individuals participated in the database creation and 10 images per person were recorded in 10 different sessions, one image per day. Each person captured images of his/her face using the frontal camera of his/her own mobile phone the more frontal as possible (Selfie position). • gb2s_IDCards: A private database oriented to evaluate security applications which require from an official document to verify the identity of the users. In this case, the same 26 individuals participated in the database creation and 10 images per person were recorded in 10 different sessions, one image per day. Each person captured images of his/her ID card using the back camera of his/her own mobile phone.
In general, feature extraction models able to generalise knowledge for recognising new people are required. It is even more necessary in SSPP scenarios, thus feature extraction models were previously trained using images coming from totally different datasets. Since this training is separated from the evaluation of the whole system, training datasets are not referenced at this point. Table 4 summarises the databases involved in the evaluation. 
Evaluation Protocol
An evaluation protocol based on the definitions suggested by the ISO/IEC 19795 standard ( [30, 31] ) was applied to quantify the performance of the different methods described above, ensuring fair comparison between them and hopefully future research. It is composed of three parts:
1. Dataset Organisation. First, each evaluation dataset was divided into validation and test subsets, which contain 70% and 30% of the samples respectively. Next, validation subset is in turn separated into enrolment and access samples (also 70% and 30%, respectively), to generate the biometric profile of the users and to simulate accesses into the system. This way, methods were validated and the acceptance threshold was adjusted. Then, new accesses into the already configured system were made using the test samples, allowing for the calculation of more realistic performance rates.
Computation of Scores.
A list of genuine and zero-effort impostor scores was generated at this stage. To this end, the biometric template of each user was created using only one enrolment sample, and access samples were divided into genuine and impostor, corresponding to authentic and forger users, respectively. Then, genuine scores were computed by comparing the access samples against the reference template of the same user, and impostor scores were obtained by comparing each access sample against the biometric templates of the other users. The same process was repeated for each enrolment sample. 3. Metrics calculation. Finally, certain metrics about the performance of the system were obtained from genuine and impostor scores. Concretely, validation results are offered in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER) and test results wer measured in terms of False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR).The threshold associated to the EER computed in the validation stage was used in the test stage.
Results
An evaluation of the complete system in a SSPP scenario with identity verification purposes was carried out for each database separately, allowing for the comparability of the results. In addition, a test where an image coming from the gb2s_Selfies dataset was compared against an image of the same user coming from the gb2s_IDCards dataset was included to evaluate this relevant and complicated scenario. Tables 5 and 6 gather the results obtained during de validation and test stages respectively. Results are also illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 .
It can be seen that capturing conditions have a great influence on the results. In fact, the results achieved on databases recorded under quite controlled capturing conditions, which usually present lower variability between images, are quite good for every model. However, as soon as the complexity of the datasets increases, the influence of the model become more evident. It can be observed that the most influencing conditions are lighting, in particular low light levels such as those present on Extended Yale B database, expressions and appearance of the users. The image size and the number of images per person does not seem to be very relevant. As can be expected, stronger differences between enrolment and access samples lead to worse results. It is clearly shown in the Selfies-IDCards scenario.
Focusing on the feature extraction models, it can be seen that the progressive model reduction from 9 MB to 30 MB, 22 MB and 12 MB increases the averaged validation EER in 8.37%, 10.31% and 9.79%, respectively, while the averaged test FMR raises are 8.27%, 10.11% and 9.80%, respectively, and the averaged test FNMR increments are 8.81%, 10.74% and 10.94%, respectively. It is evident that a big and well trained model is required to deal with the most complicated scenarios. Accordingly, FaceNet is able to deal even with the Selfies-IDCards, providing quite acceptable results. Applications associated to this scenario typically have strong security requirements, and the use of a bigger model could be justified. However, more research efforts are required to determine a competitive solution in terms of model size and accuracy for this particular scenario. On the other hand, applications where resources saving is a priority need smaller models such as OpenFace and gb2s_model(s). The results achieved by these models do not present a clear pattern and they strongly depend on the dataset used during the evaluation. In one half of the cases, OpenFace surpasses gb2s_models, but, on the other half, the results are similar or even worse. Differences between gb2s Model1 and gb2s Model2 are not relevant, being a little bit better the gb2s Model2 in many cases, which is the smallest. Obtained results highlight that the use of a reduced model for face recognition is viable when they are trained with a sufficiently big dataset containing enough representativeness.
Comparing validation and test results, a great consistency can be observed. The biometric template of each user is composed just by one single sample and the feature extraction models were trained with separated datasets, thus the learnt features were not directly related with the images used in the experiments and their capturing conditions. Therefore, validation and test results obtained for each dataset are pretty similar.
Finally, even when comparison against the state of the art is difficult because different authors follow different evaluation methodologies, it can be seen that the presented results generally match or exceed the state-of-the-art solutions. Focusing on those works which use the same databases for evaluation purposes, it can be observed that FaceNet and OpenFace clearly surpasses the actual state of the art. This is not the case of gb2s_Model(s), which in some cases surpasses the state of the art but in many cases does not. However, it can be observed that most state-of-the-art solutions use the same databases for training and testing purposes, which could influence the results. Thus, it is not possible to provide a fair comparison against the state of the art, and a new study following the same evaluation protocol and using the same databases, which should be different from those involved in the training process, must be carried out to this end. 
Conclusions
In this study, two deep learning models for face recognition, which were specially designed for applications on mobile devices and resources saving environments, were described and evaluated together with two publicly available models (FaceNet and OpenFace) for identity verification at single sample per person scenarios. This evaluation aimed not only to provide a fair comparison between the models but also to measure to what extent a progressive reduction of the model size influences the obtained results. The models were assessed in terms of accuracy and size with the aim of evaluating their applicability to scenarios with different environmental conditions and requirements. To this end, a great number of varied databases, public and private, was used. Given that SSPP scenarios imply that there is only one sample per person during the enrolment into the system, a distance based classifier was used to compare the biometric features.
The results show that the influence of the feature extraction model become more evident as the complexity of the images increases. In fact, a big and well trained model is required to deal with really complicated scenarios that present high variability between images used to enrol users into the system and posterior accesses. However, for those scenarios where resources saving is a priority, smaller models are viable if they are trained with a sufficiently big dataset containing enough representativeness. 
